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Organiser
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Idea

Explanation

Make some flash
cards or PowerPoint
slides. Make top
trumps.

Write down key words, quotation,
questions or equations on one side of
a card. On the other side, write the
definition or answer. Use them to
test yourself.

Make a poster.
Just reading through your books or a knowledge organiser is not
always an effective way to revise. Instead, you should do something
with the information. Choose an example of the revision methods on
the pages or see if you can come up with another method.

Subject

Page
Number

Subject

Page
Number

Multidisciplinary
Lesson

3

Geography

30

Art

4

German

33

DT

8

History

39

Food

9

English

41

Textiles

15

Maths

44

PE

18

RE

49

Science

22

Music

51

Computer Science

29

A range of bonus ideas
to prevent boredom

54

Turn your notes into posters with
lots of colour and illustrations.
Summarising the key information in a
different way is an effective way of
learning and your brain will remember
the colours more easily. Do the title
last!

Draw spider diagrams,
or for the adventurous
mind maps.

Write the topic/keyword in the
centre of your page. Add everything
you know in subtopics. Then explore
each subtopic in turn adding more
ideas. Colour/pictures help you
recall.

Write a song or a rap.

Are there songs that stick your head.
Change the lyrics to the information
you want to learn. If you record and
listen back it will be a more fun way
of revising.

Plan a lesson

If you teach something to someone
else the chance of recalling it is
really high. This has been found to
be the most effective way of learning
something for the long term.

Write a story or comic
strip.

Take the keywords or facts that you
need to learn and turn them into a
story or a cartoon. The sillier the
story the more likely you are to
remember it.

Write a quiz.
Design a game.

Playing is how we learn as young
children and it is a very powerful way
of learning throughout life. If we
enjoy the game it helps us remember.
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Multi-disciplinary learning.
Activity 3:

What is a conspiracy theory?
Some people believe in things that other people do not.
couple of examples for which there is little evidence.

Sounds.
Here are a

Key Stage 3.

Listen to this radio programme.

It is available on BBC

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m000dfqn

How many conspiracy theories are mentioned?
heard about?

Which ones have you

Activity 4: Mr Ford once, for a joke spread the rumour that the

canteen at his college was serving Weetabix that were so cheap, the
box they came in had more nutritional value as at least it contained
roughage in the cardboard box. he got into a lot of trouble and had
to write an apology to be displayed at the college canteen till. Write
a letter for Mr Ford, to try to explain that he now understands how
serious disinformation can be, highlighting what might have gone
wrong.
Activity 5: Craft a conspiracy theory about Mr Ford. Email him with
it. How would you get people to believe it? How far could you
stretch it? How could you stop it once people started believing it –
even if it was you who made it up?
For those of you with access to Disney watch Lion Guard “Beware of
the Zimwi” episode. How can belief cause panic?
However, some people then believe that other people are covering it
all up. This can lead to some surprising places.

Activity 6:
people.

Activity 1: If there was Bigfoot or a Plesiosaur as shown above
then how difficult would it be to keep it a secret? Look up how big
Lock Ness is and how many people visit it every year.

https://www.iflscience.com/health-and-medicine/one-map-sumsdamage-caused-anti-vaccination-movement/

Activity 2: Think about these questions / discuss them in a video
chat with friends: What happens to you when you believe that the
entire sections of society are keeping secrets? How could all
scientists or the entire government keep a secret? How difficult
would it be for 1000s of people to keep a secret? Why do film
makers like conspiracy theories for their movies?

Find out how anti-vaccination conspiracy theory has killed

Activity 7: Challenge activity. Research one of the more popular
myths and present a clear and referenced case to debunk it.
https://www.osce.org/odihr/441101?download=true

Year 7- perspective landscape
Overview:

Key words:

Students learn about one and two point-perspective and how it
can create the illusion of distance in Art work.
You will draw a chequered table cloth surface using one point
perspective and behind this will paint a Impressionist style
landscape in the background using paint and oil pastel.

Linear Perspective: A technique that
uses a vanishing point to create the
illusion of distance in pictures.
Tone: Using a pencil to clearly show
the direction of light so items appear
3D.
Blending: Smoothing out pencil lines
to create a gradual tone
Colour Wheel: Showing the
relationship between colours
Complimentary: Colour opposite one
another on the colour wheel
Primary: Red, Yellow, Blue – from
which all other colours are made
Secondary: Green, Purple, OrangeColours made from mixing two
primary colours

Artists’ studied:
Andre Derain- He does bold colourful landscapes
in the style of “Fauvism” which is a French word
for wild beasts.

Materials / Techniques to be explored:
Perspective drawing, mixed media painting, Dot painting,
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Methods of Recording
Observational drawing

Drawing from looking at images or objects

First hand observation

Drawing directly from looking at objects
in front of you

Second hand observation

Drawing from looking at images of objects

Photographs

Usinga camera or smartphone to record
images will class as first hand observation

Sketches

Basic sketches and doodles can act as
a starting point for development

Basic shapes

Accurate shapes

Detail

Alternative shade techniques

Step 1- Describe
What is this an image of?
What have you done here?
What was this stage of the
project for?
Step 2- Explain
How was this work made?
How did you produce
particular effects? How did
you decide on the
composition?

Shade
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Tonal shade
Produce a range of tones by varying
the pressure and layering consider
using softer pencils for darker shades

Describes writing notes, using
images and explaining your
thoughts to show the
development of your work.

Cross hatching

Hatching

Contour lines

Stippling

Scribble

Pattern

Step 3- Reflect
Why did you use these specific
methods? Why do particular
parts work better than others?
Why might you do things
differently next time?

Art Key Stage 3

Stages of Drawing

Annotation

1- Formal elements are taught e.g. how to sketch and use tone to create a 3D effect. You will explore the colour wheel and how to use the basic materials in Art.
2-“The Greenman” – This project introduces you to facial proportions and how to blend oil pastels effectively. We also learn about clay and create small 3D
Greenman faces. Examples of world renowned pieces of art are discussed.
3-“Perspective Landscapes”- This project introduces students to the concept of perspective and distance in Art. You learn about the technique of one-point
5
perspective to create a feeling of depth in a landscape.

Art Key Stage 3
6

1

Formal Elements of Art
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Composition Layouts
Rule of thirds – Place focal objects
at 1/3 or 2/3 of the image
horizontally or vertically. Not in
the middle

Art Key Stage 3

Balance elements. If there
is an emphasis on one side
balance it out with smaller
objects on the other

Simplify and fill. Enlarge or
crop the image to fill the space
3

A Rough

A Visual/
Maquette

Final Piece

A basic sketch of
a final idea

A small image or
model created in
selected
materials

An image or
sculpture pulling
all preparatory
work together

Use lines. Lines will draw the
viewer in, they don’t have to be
straight, consider S or C
7

Year 7 Electronics and Graphic design, making a speaker and packaging
Electronics

Activity: Create a project showing the packaging of items in your house. Explain the graphic design and evaluate it in detail how could it be
improved? Then design your own packaging for the items you studied. 1 item each few days would be a suitable workrate.

Basic electronics comprises the minimal “electronics components” that make up a part of everyday
electronics equipment. These electronic components include resistors, transistors, capacitors, diodes,
inductors and transformers. Powered by a battery, they are designed to work under certain physics laws
and principles

Graphic design

Could you imagine a world without pictures to help you visualise products you are purchasing? A good
company utilises pictures and text to help capture the attention of its audience. Graphic design is a
combination of visual images and text to communicate to an audience.
Design and make new packaging for a specified target audience.
Plastic classification
Colour theory

Basic components and their function

Graphical Symbols

A capacitor is a component that can store electrical charge (electricity). In many ways it
is like a rechargeable battery. A good way to imagine a capacitor is as a bucket, where
the size of base of the bucket is equivalent to the capacitance (C) of the capacitor and
the height of the bucket is equal to its voltage rating (V). The amount the bucket can
hold is equal to the size of its base multiplied by its height, as shown by the shaded area.

A resistor is a device that opposes (or limits) the flow of electrical current in a circuit.
The bigger the value of a resistor the more it opposes (or resists) the current flow.
Integrated Circuit The top picture is an IC holder placed into the PCB, below are ICs. The
notch on the holder should line up with the notch on the PCB

Blister style packaging
Printed circuit board (PCB). Components are soldered onto this and joined by a copper
strip
Batteries provide power to the circuit

Finished soldered circuit

Soldering
Soldering is a process in which two or more metal items are joined
together by melting and then flowing a filler metal into the joint—
the filler metal having a relatively low melting point. Soldering is
used to form a permanent connection between electronic
components
Tools to solder successfully
Soldering iron: Heats solder to attach components to PCB
Wire strippers: Strips the plastic coating from electrical wire
to make soldering easier
Solder: lead substitute, when melted acts like glue to join
components to the PCB

Vacuum formed plastic
A vacuum is applied sucking the sheet
into the mould. The sheet is then
ejected from the mould.
HIPS plastic
High Impact Polystyrene, it is a tough,
rigid plastic material with high impact
strength which can be guillotined,
punched, routered or sawn easily,
and is readily available in a wide
variety of colours

CAD

Euroslot
A Euro slot is a
flap for a product
so it can be hung
up
Cardboard
Cardboard is thick ,
stiff paper that is
used, for example ,
to make boxes and
models. It is made
from paper pulp.
stands for Conformité Européenne, which is
French for "European Conformity." A product in
one of the controlled product categories cannot
legally be sold in the EU unless it has passed the
tests to receive the CE marking.

2D Design and Solid Edge (3D) are used in the Academy.
CAD (computer-aided design) software is used by
architects, engineers, drafters, artists, and others to create
precision drawings or technical illustrations. CAD software
can be used to create two-dimensional (2-D) drawings or three-dimensional (3-D) models.

Health and Safety
Micro-organisms

Micro-organisms are tiny forms of life. They can only be seen under a
microscope and are sometimes called microbes.
They spoil food and make it unsafe to eat because they contaminate it with
their waste products, their physical presence and the toxins they produce.

What micro-organisms can spoil food and make it unsafe to
eat?

There are three groups of micro-organisms that you need to know about that
spoil food and cause food poisoning. These are..
• Bacteria
• Moulds
• Yeasts

Micro organisms need 5 conditions to grow and multiply:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A warm temperature
Plenty of moisture (water)
Plenty of food
The right PH level (not too acidic or alkaline
Enough time (bacteria split every 10-20 minutes)

High risk foods
•
•
•
•

High risk food have ideal conditions for bacteria
High risk foods are ready to eat foods that could grow harmful bacteria
They are moist and high in protein which is food for bacteria.
High risk foods have a short shelf life – you can’t keep them for long or the
bacteria might multiply to dangerous levels.

Examples of high risk foods:

Cooked meat, fish and poultry, dairy products (eggs, cheese etc.), gravies,
stocks and sauces, shellfish, cooked rice.
Example exam questions:
What five conditions to bacteria need to grow and multiply? (5 marks)
What is a high risk food? (5 marks)

Storing food safely
Cooking (75°C)
•

•
•

Cooking food above 75°C kills
bacteria
Re-heat food properly, only once.
Reheat food so 75°C for at least 3
minutes
Check the food is 75°C with a
temperature probe

Chilling (0°C – 5°C)
•
•
•

Keeping food between 0°C and 5°C
slows down the growth of bacteria
This extends the shelf life of food
Chilling food doesn’t change the
properties much – food looks and
tastes the same

The danger zone (5°C-63°C)
•

•
•

Bacteria can grow and multiply
quickly between 5°C to 63°C.
This is called the danger zone
The optimum temperature for
bacterial growth is 37°C

Freezing (-18°C)
•
•
•

Freezing food below -18°C stops
bacteria growing – they become
dormant
Freezing generally extends shelf
life and the nutrients aren’t lost
It doesn’t kill the bacteria though.
They become active again once
the food defrosts.

Preparing self for cooking
• Tie hair back to prevent hair and dandruff falling in food
• Take off coats and blazers
• Wear an apron to prevent bacteria transferring from our
clothes to our food
• Wash hands with hot soapy water to kill bacteria
Preparing the room for cooking
• Sanitise all work surfaces
• Check equipment is clean and dry
• Tuck all stools in as they can be a trip hazard
• Put all high risk foods in the fridge to slow bacteria growth

Wash your
hands after:
• Coughing
• Sneezing
• Tying shoe
laces
• Going to the
toilet
• Touching
hair or face

Nutrition
Nutrients

Macro nutrients – Needed in large quantities in the diet
1. Protein
2. Fats
3. Carbohydrates
Micro nutrients – needed in small quantities in the diet
1. Vitamins
2. Minerals

Dietary related health problems

Protein

Food sources

Animal –beef, pork, lamb, poultry (chicken, turkey, duck), fish, cheese, butter milk
Plant – beans, chickpeas, lentils, peas, nuts, seeds, found in smaller amounts in some vegetables
such as spinach and broccoli.

Function

Grown and repair of muscles and cells

Carbohydrates

Too much sugar can cause:
1.
Weight gain (which can lead to obesity)
2. Tooth decay
3. Diabetes (your body cannot produce enough/any insulin to
regulate your blood sugar levels)

There are two types of carbohydrates, complex and simple. They are also known as starchy
(complex) and sugary (simple).

Too much salt can cause:
1. High blood pressure (this can increase your risk of heart
disease and a stroke).

Starchy/complex carbohydrates are digested slowly and provide long term energy.
Sugary/simple carbohydrates are digested slowly and provide short term energy

Too much saturated fat can cause:
1. Weight gain (which can lead to obesity)
2. High cholesterol (this narrows arteries making it harder
for the blood to travel around, putting you at risk of heart
disease).
Example exam questions:
Explain three causes of obesity (3 marks)
What is the function of sugary and starchy carbohydrates (2
marks)
Why is protein especially important for children? (2 marks)
What are the functions of fat? (3 marks)
List 5 food sources of plant based protein (5 marks)

Food sources

Starchy – bread, rice, pasta, potatoes, bagels, oats, flour, cereal and some vegetables.
Simple – fruit, some vegetables, chocolate, sweets, biscuits, cakes

Function

Fat

There are two types of fat, saturated and non saturated.
Saturated fats are classed as ‘unhealthy fats’, they are solid at room temperature and are
generally animal based.
Unsaturated fats are classed as ‘healthier fats’ and are liquid or soft at room temperature and
come from plant based sources.

Food sources

Animal –beef, chicken skin, processed meat (sausages, salami, pepperoni), bacon, butter, cheese,
full fat milk
Plant – vegetable oils (sunflower, olive, rapeseed), avocado, nuts, seeds

Function

Keeps us warm (provides insulation), secondary source of energy, protects vital organs and bones.

The Eatwell guide
The Eatwell guide

Example exam questions:
How can I make healthy choices when choosing
foods from the ‘beans, pulses, fish, eggs meat
and other proteins’ section of the guide? (3
marks)
How much of my plate should be made up of
fruit and vegetables per day? (1 mark)
How many grams of saturated fat is it
recommended not to exceed per day? (1 mark)
Why is recommended not to exceed 6g of salt
per day? (2 marks)
How can someone use the traffic light system
to help them make healthy choices? (6 marks)
Health and Safety Example exam questions:
What five conditions to bacteria need to grow
and multiply? (5 marks)
What is a high risk food? (5 marks)

The Eatwell guide is a government guide designed to show you the proportions of different foods groups you
should eat over a day or more.
Tips on making healthy choices from the eatwell guide:
Fruit and vegetables: eat 5 portions of fruit and vegetables a day, this should make up 1/3 of your plate a day,
fresh, canned dried and fruit juice/smoothies all count, don’t exceed 150ml of fruit juice/smoothie a day as it can
cause tooth decay, try snacking on fruit over high sugar and fat foods,
Potatoes, bread, rice, pasta and other starchy carbohydrates: choose non-sugary cereals, leave the skin on
potatoes, choose wholemeal options of foods such as bread, rice and pasta.
Oils and spreads: choose unsaturated fats such as vegetable oils and margarine over butter, use in small amounts.
Dairy and alternatives: choose lower fat options such as skimmed milk and low fat and salt cheese, choose low
sugar yogurts and add fruit as a natural sweetener.
Beans, pulses, fish, eggs, meat and other proteins: eat more beans and pulses as they are high in fibre and fill you
up for longer, cut the visible fat off meat, choose lower fat meat options, eat 2 portions of fish a week.
Water: drink 2-3 litres of water a day, choose lower sugar option drinks.

Reference intake
You'll see reference intakes referred to on food labels. They show you the maximum amount of calories and nutrients
you should eat in a day. Most packaging has a colour coded label on the front to help you make healthy choices.
Reference in take amounts:
Kcal (calories) – 2000
Total Fat -70g
Saturated fat – 20g
Sugar – 90g
Salt – less that 6g

Red means HIGH in that nutrient
Amber means MEDIUM in that nutrient
Green means LOW in that nutrient

Reference intakes are not meant to be targets. They just give you a rough idea of how much energy you should be eating
each day, and how much fat, sugar, salt and so on.
The percentages represent how much of your reference intake is in the product, e.g. the product has 3.0g of FAT in it,
that is 4% of 70g of fat.

Activity:
Try these recipes if you have the right ingredients.

Red pepper and Tomato pasta sauce
Ingredients
1 small onion
1 clove garlic
1 red/yellow pepper
1 can chopped tomatoes
Splash of oil
Fresh basil/dried herbs
Salt and pepper
Optional: ½ chilli
Equipment
Chopping board
Knife
Saucepan
wooden spoon
can opener

1. Chop the onion and
pepper into cubes.
Mince the garlic.

2. Fry the onions and
garlic in the oil for a
few minutes until
softened.

Skills
Slicing
Dicing
Using the hob
Seasoning

4. Add the can of
tomatoes gently as
they may spit.

5. Add black pepper, salt
and mixed herbs and
simmer gently for 10
minutes.

3. Add the pepper
and continue to cook
for a few minutes.

How many things can you
make with your sauce?
Here are some ideas:
• Pasta topped with
grated cheese
• Fry mince for a
bolognaise
• Meatballs and pasta
• Add sausages, serve
with mash
• Use as part of a lasagne

Marble Cake
Ingredients
100g caster sugar
100g soft margarine
2 eggs
100g self raising flour
1 x 15ml spoon coco powder
Equipment
Mixing bowl
Measuring bowl
Measuring scales

1. Cream the butter
and sugar together
until light and
fluffy.

2. Crack the eggs in a
jug and beat with a
fork.

3. Add the egg to
the mixture a little
bit at a time until
all the egg is mixed
in.

4. Fold in the flour.

5. Place half the
mixture into the tin,
leaving space for
the chocolate
mixture.

Mix chocolate powder
into the remaining
cake mixture. Fill the
gaps in the cake tin
with the chocolate
mix and swirl lightly
together.

Wooden spoon
Jug
Fork

Skills

Creaming
Weighing
Baking

Ingredients

250g-500g of minced beef OR Quorn mince
1 onion

Chilli Con Carne

1 pepper
1 carrot
2 cloves of garlic

Method

Can chopped tomatoes
Can of kidney beans
1 stock cube

1.

Prepare all vegetables, dice the onion and pepper, grate the carrot
and mince the garlic.

2.

Meanwhile heat a small amount of oil in your frying pan, and start
frying the onions. Once they have softened add your garlic,
peppers, grated carrot and seasoning.

3.

Leave to cook for about 5 minutes then add your mince and cook
until all the mince is browned ( NO PINK )

4.

Once the mince has browned, add your tin of tomatoes, 200ml of
water (use your empty tin, half full ) your (drained) tin of kidney
beans, stock cube, 2 tablespoons of tomato puree.

5.

Stir well, turn down the heat and leave to simmer for 15 - 20
minutes DON’T FORGET TO STIR OCCCASIONALLY, so that it
doesn’t stick or burn.

2tbsp tomato puree

1 tsp of hot chilli powder OR 2tsp of mild chilli powder
1tsp paprika
1tsp ground cumin
1tsp mixed herbs
pepper

Equipment

frying pan
Spatula
White chopping board
Knife

Teaspoon
tablespoon

Skills

Chopping
Frying
seasoning

Activity: Learn how to iron, darn socks. If you have some spare fabric
make sock puppets for a puppet theatre. In drama create a script.
Make a video you record on your phone to share with friends and
family.

Textiles – Equipment and Fabric
What is Textiles and what is a Textile Designer?
- A textile is a type of woven cloth.
- A textile designer comes up with innovative ideas, designs and
prints for a variety of fabrics, clothing and non-clothing materials,
furnishing materials, industrial fabrics and other related materials,
using both natural and manmade fibres.

Tools and equipment
Embroidery
Scissors
Used to cut off
loose threads
when sewing
Embroidery needle
Needle with a large
eye so the thread
ca fit through. Used
to sew decoration
onto fabric.
Un-picker
Used to cut
through stitches
and thread.
Usually used to
amend mistakes.

Embroidery thread
Thick, colourful
thread using for
decoration in hand
embroidery
Embroidery hoop
Used to keep fabric
taught (tight) so that
it doesn’t crease or
bunch when sewing
Sewing machine
Used to join fabric
together, construct
garments and
textiles and also for
decoration.

Example exam questions:
Give an example of a synthetic material. (1 mark)
Explain the term ‘textile design’. (2 marks)
What is an un-picker used for?. (1 mark)
Name one different between a sewing needle and an embroidery
needle. (1 mark)

Fabrics

Natural Fabrics
Cotton – produced from a cotton ball. Cotton is a soft breathable
fabric used to make many fabrics for many uses. Can hold strong,
bright colours when dyed.
Linen – produced from the flax plant. Linen is a strong, absorbent
fabric and dries quickly.
Wool – produced commonly from sheep but also other animals such
as goats and rabbits. Wool is insulating and water resistant.
Silk – the silk work produces a silk cocoon which is processed into
silk. Silk is light and comfortable, has good insulating properties
(warm in winter, cool in summer) and is strong.
Synthetic fabrics
Polyester – manmade from coal, water and petroleum. Polyester
resilient fabric and can with stand a lot of wear an tear, holds dye
well.
Nylon – manmade from petroleum, gas, coal and other materials.
Nylon is a silky, strong and elasticated fabric.
Regenerated Fibre - Viscose is known as a regenerated fibre as it
is made from cellulose found in wood pulp. It is often regarded as
only partially man-made. It’s a light, airy, breathable and
biodegradable.
Bonded fabrics - Blended fabrics are created when two or more
different kinds of fibres are mixed together to create a
new fabric with unique properties e.g. polycotton.

Textiles – Decorative techniques
Applique
Applique is attaching shapes and patterns of fabric onto a
larger piece of fabric to form a picture or pattern. Is it
commonly used as decoration. The fabric can be attached by
bondaweb or sewed using a machine or by hand.

Hand stitch

Materials Required
Bondaweb, a variety of fabrics, tracing paper (if required and an iron.
How to do Applique
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Draw a simple design
Trace the design onto the Bondaweb - on the smooth side
When using letters or words, you must do a mirror image using tracing paper
Label each colour that you want to use on your design
Select each colour fabric from the scrap fabric draws
Cut roughly each section of the Bondaweb – this will be ironed onto each colour
Iron onto the coloured fabric that you have selected – place the Bondaweb and the
fabric in between two pieces of paper in case the design signs to the iron or the
ironing board
Cut out each shape
Collect a larger swatch to put your applique onto
Return to the iron, with your swatch and sections of your design
Peel back the paper from your cut out design and lay onto the larger swatch
Make sure that the applique is the correct way – place the design between two
pieces of paper in case the design sticks to the iron or the ironing board
Iron onto the larger swatch

Example exam questions:
Explain how to complete an applique sample when using Bondaweb (8 marks)
List 3 piece of equipment needed when completing hand embroidery. (3
marks)
Name one disadvantage of hand embroidery. (1 mark)
Explain what the term ‘applique’ means. (2 marks)

Materials required
Embroidery needle, thread, fabric, embroidery
hoop.
Advantages of hand embroidery:
- Control over length of stitches
- Range of stitches to choose from
Disadvantages of hand embroidery:
- Time consuming
- Must be tied off correctly or will unravel
- Thread can get caught and tangled.

Patterns and the sewing machine
Patterns
Patterns are used as a template when making textiles and fashion garments.
They instruct you where to cut, sew, add zips and any other details you may
need to know.
Pattern symbols
Notch – Pattern notches are small marks made on the
pattern to ensure that one pattern piece will match up to
the pattern next to it.
Grain line – this is the direction on the fabric that the
pattern should be cut. Some things are cut on the grain
line, other are cut on the bias which is diagonal to the grain
line.
Seam Allowance – This is the space between the edge of
the fabric and the sew line. Cut along this line when cutting
out fabric from a pattern, this allows room for sewing it
together. The seam allowance is usually 1cm.

Sewing Machine
Bobbin Tension

Spool Pin

Stitch Width
Bobbin Winder
Hand Wheel

Take up Leaver
Needle Clamp

Stitch selector
Stitch Length

Presser Foot

Reverse Stitch button

How to thread a sewing machine

Sewing line – Sew along this line when constructing your
textile/garment.
Example exam questions:
Why are notches used on pattern pieces. (2 marks)
Explain the advantages of using a sewing machine to construct textiles over
hand sewing. (3 marks)
Why would the reverse stitch button be used when constructing a textile? (2
marks)
What is a bobbin used for? (2 marks)
Why is a seam allowance important? (3 marks)
What does this symbol mean on a pattern? (2 marks)
Name two disadvantages of using a sewing machine for embroidery. (2 marks)

Materials required
Sewing machine, fabric, thread, scissors
Advantages of sewing machines
- Quick embroidery
- Secure stitching and construction
- Quick to use a range of stitches are available
Disadvantages sewing machines:
- Must understand how to use a sewing machine
- Can take some time to unpick incorrect stitches
- Less control over stitch lengths
- Cannot use wide a variety of different threads
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FORCES
A force can be a push or a pull, for example when
you open a door you can either push it or pull it. You
can not see forces, you can only see what they do.

Force Diagrams
To show the forces acting on
a body we use a free body
force diagram. A free body
force diagram shows all of the
forces that are acting on the
body. It has arrows that show
the direction the force acts,
the larger the arrow, the
larger the force. A free body
fore diagram should always
have labelled arrows.

When a force is applied to an object it can lead to a
change in the objects
Speed
Direction of movement
Shape (think about a rubber band)

Forces can also be divided into 2 types, contact
forces and non contact forces.
Contact forces for example friction, are caused when
two objects are in contact.
Other forces for example gravity, are non contact
forces. The two objects do not need to be in contact
for the force to occur.
The unit of force is the Newton (N), this is named
after Sir Isaac Newton, who came up with many
theories including those to do with gravity and the
three laws of motion. We measure force using a piece
of equipment called a Newton metre.
Balanced forces
When two forces acting on an object are equal in size but act in
opposite directions, we say that they are balanced forces.
If the forces on an object are balanced (or if there are no forces
acting on it), this is what happens:
•a stationary object stays still
•a moving object continues to move at the same speed and in the
same direction
Remember that an object can be moving, even if there are no forces
acting on it.

Unbalanced forces
When two forces acting on an object are not equal in size, we say that they are
unbalanced forces. The overall force acting on the object is called the resultant force.
If the forces are balanced, the resultant force is zero.

If the forces on an object are unbalanced, this is what happens:
•a stationary object starts to move in the direction of the resultant force
•a moving object changes speed and/or direction in the direction of the resultant force
In the example below, the resultant force is the difference between the two forces:
100 – 60 = 40 N (to the right)

Activity: Make a new knowledge organiser that combines the
information in the three pages on forces. Add diagrams etc and
explain it all to your parent.

BIO-ENERGETICS
(ENERGY IN BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS)
The feeding relationships are one way in which
organisms depend on each other. To begin with,
almost all organisms rely on the Sun as the original
source of energy for their ecosystem. Plants and
algae can make use of the Sun’s energy to produce
food molecules, in the process of photosynthesis.
This is why they are called producers. Other types
of organism can’t do this, so they rely on the plants
and algae.
•Consumers eat the producers, so the energy from
the sun flows through the ecosystem. Molecules
(which contain the energy) also flow through, and
get recycled when organisms produce waste (poo and
wee!) and after they die and decay. The diagram
helps to show this.
•You can see that all the organisms in the
ecosystem depend on each other. This is called
interdependence. The consumers wouldn’t surviv
without the producers capturing energy from the
sun, the producers wouldn’t survive without the
decomposers recycling molecules for them to use
(e.g. nutrients from the soil),

A food web shows many feeding
relationships. It connects many food
chains, since many organisms eat more
than one other organism, and are eaten
by more than one other.

Plants make use of
light energy from
the environment
(ENDOTHERMIC) to
make food (glucose)

Aerobic respiration
Respiration with oxygen.
Occurs inside the
mitochondria
continuously

Glucose is oxidised by
oxygen to transfer the
energy the organism
needs to perform it’s
functions.

Carbon dioxide + Water
→
Oxygen + Glucose

Aerobic respiration releases a
large amount of energy from
each glucose molecule

glucose + oxygen →
carbon dioxide + water
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Activity: Use a video conferencing piece of software to explain the
contents of this knowledge organiser to someone in your family who
is not technically savvy. Break the knowledge down into lessons
which you can do one a week.

Activity: Use technology to find out how the
virus is changing our energy use and pollution.
Write a report linking to the ideas in settlements
and go green. Your report should include as
much of the key vocabulary as possible.
Activity: This is perfect if you have a younger
sibling. You can do it together. Draw a table
showing the countries, flags and capital cities.
Do one per continent. Put as many countries in
as you can.
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Activity: Recreate the knowledge organiser into new resources.
Make flash cards for key words. Draw a mind map of the uses of
the buffalo by native Americans. What is thanksgiving and how
does this celebration link to the key words?
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Activity: Draw a timeline of events. Use the monarchs as a starting
point. Augment your work with additional research.

Dear Student,
Please find enclosed your Knowledge Organiser for English together with a range of activities that you need to
complete over the next six weeks. We also include a copy of an optional project. We recognise that some of these
activities could be impossible for you to complete at present, but if you would like to have a go at any of the activities
you can bring this project back to school when we resume our normal work pattern. The project is optional, however,
there will be prizes for students who work hard against the odds to complete these activities!
Regards.
Your English Teachers

Activities:

•

Look up and define any of the key words in the purple box that you don’t feel confident with.

•

Look, cover and copy the key words in the purple box. Do this each day until you get them all right. You could finish your learning of
these words by getting a parent or sibling to test you on all of them.

•

Using the poems on the next page, highlight any structural devices from the red box that you can see. For example, does the poem
begin with a happy tone/mood but then change towards the end? This would be a ‘shift’. Perhaps the poet describes something within
the poem in great detail – this would be a ‘zoom’. Are there any repeated words or images?

•

For each poem, write an essay, in PEE (point, evidence/quote, explain), about how the poet uses language (words and phrases) and
methods to create impact/have an effect on the reader. You should spend about an hour on each essay, so don’t try to do them all in
one day! Space them out; perhaps do one a week. Use the green and blue box to help you and to check your work.

•

Choose a poem to see how the poet uses punctuation. Look up what the word ‘cesura’ means and annotate (label) why you think the
poet has used any full stops, question marks, exclamation marks or speech marks within their poem.

•

Copy out your favourite poem to practise your neatest handwriting, taking care to ensure the lines are the right length and the
punctuation and capital letters are used in the same way. Also make sure the stanzas (poetry paragraphs) are clearly spaced/divided so
it looks exactly as it does on the page you are copying from. Decorate your poem with the imagery it creates in your mind.

•

Write your own poem/poems, using the techniques you have learnt from your knowledge organisers and the activities you have already
completed. Use the checklists to use as many techniques, both linguistic and structural, as you can to affect your reader.

Topic: Equations and Formulae
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Activity:
Use your network of family to find out the answers to these
questions. You might be able to make contact with some churches
over the internet. A good place to start is https://www.achurchnearyou.com/
How are different Christian churches responding to the corona virus
outbreak? How are Christians mutually supporting each other?
What does it mean to be a Christian in the 21st Century?
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Going the extra mile activities.
Here are some great ideas to do with family to avoid boredom that go above and
beyond during the next half term.
The Arts

IT

DT

English and
Drama

Humanities

PE

Maths

Science

Create a
realistic drawing
of an apple.
Create a tonal
grid, show
correct shape
and proportion.
Include a cast
shadow.

Create an online
resource that
helps an elderly
person get on
line and use
social
applications for
the first time.

Research what
the difference
between hard and
soft woods is.
What trees grow
them and what
do carpenters
use them for?

Watch one of
the briefings by
the government.
What makes a
good information
giving speech?

How is living in
Norfolk special?
Compare your
lifestyle with
others in Lima,
Kazakhstan and
Calcutta.

Invent a new
sport.

What are the
first 10 Fibonacci
numbers?

What is potable
water?

Build a puppet
theatre using
cardboard and
sock
puppets/characte
rs stuck on to
pencils. Record
a play to share
with family.

Now give them
advice on social
media
conventions, use
of gifs and
emojis.

How can you
save money
shopping for food
(under normal
circumstances)?
Create a handy
guide for a
novice shopper.

Create a hero.
What are the
characteristics?
Are they real?
What stories
would we find
your hero in? It
might be great to
find a real one in
your family!

England was
divided up into 7
Saxon kingdoms.
Create a podcast
describing what
life would have
been like at this
time if you had
lived then.

Create a set of
rules.

What is the
golden ratio?
This calls for a
song. Can you
create a song
about the golden
ratio?

How can we use
ultrasound to
monitor
pregnancies?

Research the
legend of St
George and the
Dragon. Look at
the art work.
Create a piece of
performance art.

Coding: Send a
message using
the following;
sign language,
ASCII,
semaphore, and
programme
Python Turtle to
draw it

Can you make a
model of a
Norwich
landmark? Use
any material to
hand.

Write a
newspaper article
about a spy e.g.
James Bond. Try
to write their
obituary.

What happened
to the Colony of
Roanoke?
Create a
presentation to
explain as an
archaeologist
what would you
expect to find
and where.

Get family
members to play.

Make some
mathematical art
using materials
at home like
packets and
boxes.

If you have the
materials to
spare try to do
an experiment.
Write it up
explaining what
you found out.

Choose 3 songs.
Learn to sing
them. What do
the words mean
to you?

Get a family
member learning
a language using
Memrise or
Quizlet.

Invent a new
recipe and test
it.

Watch a film.
Be a film critic.
You are being
interviewed to
review the film
on radio 1.
What would you
say?

Imagine how
Europe’s history
would have been
different if there
had been no
monarchy. Write
a new
constitution.

Send it to the
organisers of the
Quarantine
Olympics to
include it in the
next games!

What is Pascal’s
triangle?

Find out how
alcohol effects
young people.

Make it amusing
and try it out!

